PREVENTS WATER FROM ACCUMULATING OVER WINDOWS, DOORS, AND OPENINGS.

AMIFLOW DRIP EDGE is a drainable profile that allows water to drain from over the top of windows, doors and openings. This helps to prevent water from accumulating which can lead to rot and mold over time. This profile works in conjunction with AMICO’s end caps which provide a termination on both ends.

- Replaces the need for field cutting and bending flashing.
- Save time and labor on installation.
- Flexible drip edge allows water to flow away from fenestrations and wall penetrations.
- Large drainage slots allow for maximum moisture drainage.
- Drainage trough accepts up to a 10mm thickness rain screen or drainage mat.
- 3 -1/2” nailing flange with pre-punched attachment holes at 4” on center which allows you to penetrate a stud every time.
- Integrates with EZ-BEAD for flawless, consistent caulk joints.

For More Information on the Hydrodry System & Other High Performance Products:
AMICOBP.COM ♦ 205.470.9823
Create a Fully Vented/Drainable Midwall by Combining EZ-Vent and the Amiflow Drip Edge

AMICO's End Caps Replace the Need for Labor Intensive Fabricated Flashing Over the Top of the Openings